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Abstract: Metabolic syndrome can be defined as a disorder with occurrence of at least three out of five medical conditions including hyperglycemia, hypertriglyceridemia, high blood pressure, central obesity and low HDL cholesterol levels. In this review we will discuss how to improve poor eating habits which further escalates the risk of cardiovascular disease and diabetes. To treat and moreover to prevent metabolic syndrome, we should make healthy life style changes as our priority goal. Macro and micronutrient composition and metabolically favorable food components have a profound influence on health outcomes. Though Mediterranean and DASH diets are referred as the healthiest diets, there are numerous diets that are as well successful. Positive effects of low carbohydrate diets on glycemic regulation have been shown. Nonetheless, personalized nutrition applications with persistent implementation of these changes are foundations for success. A successful approach also needs regular exercise and behavioral changes.
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INTRODUCTION

Metabolic syndrome (MetS) is composed of several conditions and is associated with increased risk for cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus (DM). Components of MetS include abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, hypertension, and proinflammatory and prothrombotic status [1]. Poor eating habits together with sedentary lifestyle have caused a dramatic increase in the prevalence of MetS as an epidemic throughout the world. According to the National Health and Examination Survey (NHANES) 2003-2006, approximately 34% of people studied fulfilled the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III (NCEP ATPIII) revised criteria for MetS [2]. These risk factors lead to cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes as the next step. In order to achieve sustained metabolic health, factors causing MetS should not be overlooked.

DISCUSSION

Medical nutritional therapy helps clinical amelioration as well as being cost effective. American Diabetes Association emphasizes on the complementary role and importance of changes made in lifestyle and patient education [3, 4]. A diet targeting to correct blood glucose, blood pressure and lipid profile is of importance to reduce risk factors of cardiovascular diseases, coronary heart diseases and stroke as well as diabetes. Studies have shown weight loss has been accompanied with increased HDL levels, and reduction in triglyceride levels and blood pressure [5-7].

Humans need energy to maintain life. The energy needed is used for both metabolic functions and daily physical activities [8]. If one gets energy equal to the energy consumed, his/her weight would not change. Energy taken more than needed is stored as fat in the body. Energy that is taken less than consumed leads to weight loss. This is defined as energy balance. To lose weight energy deficit is a must. It can be achieved with reduced calorie intake with food or increased calorie consumption with exercise or with the combination of both.

It is being long studied that how ideal nutrition is needed to be. There are various diet types: diets with low carbohydrates, vegetable based diets (vegan-vegetarian), DASH (Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension) diet, Mediterranean diet, Zone diet, etc. Diets with low carbohydrates are based on nutrients with fat and protein. Meat, milk, seafood, fat food and nuts are consumed abundantly and consumed carbohydrate percent is less than 30-40% of total calorie intake. While fruits and vegetables are main choice in carbohydrate consumption, sweet and floury foods are avoided. Some diets restrict carbohydrate intake sufficiently to cause ketosis (ketogenic diets), as in the induction phase of Atkins diet. There is some evidence that a low-carbohydrate diet may help people lose weight more quickly than a low-fat diet [9, 10] and may help them maintain that weight loss. More evidence of the heart benefits from a lower-carbohydrate approach comes from a randomized trial known as the Optimal Macronutrient Intake Trial for Heart Health (OmniHeart) [11].
Low fat diet consists of vegetables, fruits, starch containing products (bread, pretzel, pasta, whole grain food), non-fat protein and reduced fat milk. In this diet total and saturated fat consumption is reduced. Ornish et al. demonstrated that lifestyle changes can cause a regression in coronary atherosclerosis [12].

Vegetable based diets include vegan and vegetarian diets. While in vegan diets, consuming meat and other animal products are refrained, in vegetarian diets egg (ovo) and/or milk products (lacto) may be consumed. Vegetable based diets decrease chronic disease risk due to less intake of saturated fat and cholesterol and increased intake of fruits, vegetables, nuts, fiber and soya products.

Mediterranean diet is rich in fruits, vegetables, legumes, bread and other unrefined cereals, grains, beans, nuts and seeds. Olive oil is the key monounsaturated fat source. Dairy products (mostly as cheese and yoghurt), fish and poultry are consumed in moderate amounts, whereas egg consumption is limited to zero to four eggs weekly. Limited red meat and moderate wine consumption is also recommended.

DASH (Dietary Approach to Stop Hypertension) diet encourages fruits, vegetables, whole grains, and low-fat dairy foods; includes meat, fish, poultry, nuts, and beans while limiting sugar-sweetened foods and beverages, red meat, and saturated fats.

While many patients find weight loss difficult to achieve, exercise and dietary changes that can lower blood pressure and improve lipid levels will further improve insulin resistance, even in the absence of weight loss. Thus, the investigation of food components that may deal with metabolic syndrome features is an important field for ameliorate and facilitate dietary based therapies.

There are many research comparing different diets with each other. In a study comparing Atkins (low carbohydrate diet), Ornish (low fat diet) and Weight watchers diet (energy restricted diet) and Zone diet (a balanced combination of primary nutrients) participants were randomized into four diet groups. Results of this study has shown similar weight loss in four groups while showing less permanence in Atkins and Ornish which are based on one type nutrition. Due to randomization people were not allowed to choose diets that they could better comply and this can make a bias in attendance level [13].

Although there are studies to determine optimal combination of primary nutrients for patients with diabetes, a systematic review on this subject has shown there isn’t an ideal primary nutrient ratio and these ratios should all be personalized [14]. Also, factors like metabolic situation (lipid profile, renal function) and /or food choices should be considered. The amount and the ingredient of the carbohydrate consumed should be adjusted with caution to have a better control on postprandial glucose levels. American Diabetes Association advises to consume approximately 45% of total macronutrients as carbohydrates. Refined carbohydrates should be avoided and whole grain food ought to be preferred [3, 15].

The researches on diets such as Mediterranean, DASH and vegetable based diets indicate that restricting fat and carbohydrates are effective in diabetes treatment [7, 12, 16-18].

Studies have proven beneficial effects of Mediterranean diet on cardiovascular risk factors such as lipids, blood pressure, triglyceride levels [7, 14, 15]. The consumption of Mediterranean dietary patterns rich in olive oil has a profound influence on health outcomes, including obesity, metabolic syndrome and diabetes mellitus. Olive oil besides having high monounsaturated content, contains other minor components with biological properties.

In studies on vegetarian and vegan diets, these diets do not have a significant impact on glucose control if necessary calorie reduction is not made [16, 19-21]. Also in Mediterranean diet energy restriction is a must to obtain glycemic control [14].

Like other diets with reduced fat levels, Mediterranean diet is highly recommended to patients with dyslipidemia. It is also suggested that nutrition with reduced fat is beneficial only because of less energy intake and weight loss [3, 22]. Not only decreasing total fat intake and restricting diet cholesterol, but also changing saturated and trans fats with polyunsaturated and monounsaturated ones all benefits to total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Reduction of saturated fat to less than 7% of total calorie and decreasing dietary cholesterol to less than 200 mg leads to a 9-12 % decrease in LDL cholesterol levels [23]. Nutrients such as nuts, soya protein, omega 3 fatty acids (i.e. Eicosapentaenoic Acid = EPA and Dokosahexaenoic Acid = DHA), sterol and stanoles improves dyslipidemia, but extra care should be given to maintain isocaloric state [24-28]. Research has shown that reduced fat diets decrease total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol while reduced carbohydrate diets
have the most significant impact on triglyceride and HDL cholesterol levels [29]. In DIRECT study, the reduction of total cholesterol/LDL cholesterol ratio was 20% in fat restricted diet and 12% in carbohydrate restricted diet [30]. For Mediterranean diet in which fish, nuts, vegetable and whole grain consumption is moreover emphasized, this effect is strong [31].

In hypertensive patients restriction in salt consumption is recommended. Sodium amount taken with food should be less than 2300 mg. Yet, recent studies introduce new perspectives. In PURE study, the optimum sodium amount is declared as 3 to 6 g/day, which is equivalent to maximum 15000 mg salt consumption [32].

Along with sodium consumption a diet rich in potassium, magnesium and fiber has beneficial impacts on blood pressure control. Fruit and vegetables are not only rich in potassium magnesium and fiber, but also poor in sodium, so they should be consumed more. Fruit juices do not have fiber thus they are not as beneficial as the fruit itself. Nuts, seeds, fruits, meat with reduced fat and poultry are rich in magnesium. Aforementioned eating style is called DASH diet and shown to reduce blood pressure and cardiovascular risk factors. It is selected as the best eating pattern for normal population [33, 34].

CONCLUSION

For patients with MetS, diet recommendations for diabetes, dyslipidemia and hypertension should be synthesized [35]. Patients should consume according to their calorie needs defining good and bad food. They should focus on foods with low calorie and high nutritional values. Calorie taken by sodium, fat, sugar and refined carbohydrates should be restricted. Vegetable, fruit, whole grain, skimmed milk and dairy products, seafood, fat reduced meat, poultry, egg, beans and legume, nuts and seed consumption must be increased. In order to live a healthy life changes should be made especially in patients with metabolic syndrome.
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